CHAPTER - 2

Purpose of Study.
Purpose of Study & Methodology

Each and every registered unit will be counted established in the region under study. After this census survey only ten- percent units will be put under random sapling. These selected units will be thoroughly surveyed. Questionnaire will be circulated and answer collected will be statistically Examined, Classification, Tabulation and Analysis will be done as per statistical rules followed by interpretation to bring out the meaning in between the lines. Primary and secondary data will be used for analysis.

My efforts relate to facts finding and their interpretation. So there is nothing like establimg some hypothesis before or after the presentation of dissertation. The subject is descriptive, so cause and effect relationship study will be of no use. But the problems, if any, will be examined and suitable suggestion be produced for consideration.

The Edible oil units in the region under study are mostly seasonal. Why they do not work for the year round? Do they face problem of raw material, capital, Labor, Technology, or management? Efforts will be made to find out the answer.

There are plans and polices for small scale Industries under five year plans and Twenty Point Programs. How far these affect the establishment, continuation and closure of the small units will be examined.

Right from my village in Kawardha District to the village in far most corner of Surguja district come within the scope of my study. Frankly
speaking it is my village unit – seasonally working has aroused interest in me to make an overhaul study of such tiny units, which bring ready cash to the owner. One Hindi idiom has also attracted me which runs as follows: ‘Tel Dekho – Tel ki Dhar Dekho’ “See oil and its flow.” It conveys the meaning that find the reality, face the truth.

The scope of study is confined to one decade from the year 1988 to 1998. This period is economically important for India and M.P. too, because this has put the nation on the firm footing of industrialization, globalization and liberalization. Latest facts may be adopted if available during writing of last words. Needless to say one economically strong nation is emerging.